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a b s t r a c t

Cultural heritage institutions more and more provide online access to their collections. Collec-

tions containing visual artworks need detailed and thorough annotations of the represented

visual objects (e.g. plants or animals) to enable human access and retrieval. To make these

suitable for access and retrieval, visual artworks need detailed and thorough annotations of

the visual classes. Crowdsourcing has proven a viable tool to cater for the pitfalls of automatic

annotation techniques. However, differently from traditional photographic image annotation,

the artwork annotation task requires workers to possess the knowledge and skills needed to

identify and recognise the occurrences of visual classes. The extent to which crowdsourcing

can be effectively applied for artwork annotation is still an open research question. Based on

a real-life case study from Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, this paper investigates the performance

of a crowd of workers drawn from the CrowdFlower platform. Our contributions include a

detailed analysis of crowd annotations based on two annotation configurations and a com-

parison of these crowd annotations with the ones from trusted annotators. In this study we

apply a novel method for the automatic aggregation of local (i.e. bounding box) annotations,

and we study how different knowledge extraction and aggregation configurations affect the

identification and recognition aspects of artwork annotation. Our work sheds new light on the

process of crowdsourcing artwork annotations, and shows how techniques that are effective

for photographic image annotation cannot be straightforwardly applied to artwork annota-

tion, thus paving the way for new research in the area.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction1

Visual artwork1 annotation recently emerged as an im-2

portant multidisciplinary discipline, fuelled by the growing3

needs of cultural heritage institutions. Galleries, Libraries,4

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +31152786346.

E-mail address: j.e.g.oosterman@tudelft.nl,

jasper.oosterman@gmail.com (J. Oosterman).
1 A visual artwork is an artistic expression represented on a flat surface

(e.g., canvas or sheet of paper) in the form of a painting, printing or drawing

[1].

Archives, and Museums (GLAMs) have the mission of ensur- 5

ing that the art produced by mankind is properly preserved, 6

described, catalogued, and made accessible to the public. To 7

unlock the value of their artwork collections, GLAMs must 8

enable and facilitate browsing and retrieval for a broad yet 9

unforeseen variety of users, having an unknown variety of 10

needs. To this end, textual annotations are used to describe 11

the instances of classes of visual objects, e.g. objects, plants, 12

animals and human body parts, represented in the artworks. 13

Image annotation is a notoriously hard problem for comput- 14

ers to solve but, thanks to recent progress in computer vi- 15

sion techniques [2,3], it is now possible to correctly identify 16
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the presence of several visual classes in photographic images.17

Alas, such techniques cannot be applied in cultural heritage18

collections due to the unique nature of visual artworks [1].19

Therefore, GLAMs employ professionals, mostly art histori-20

ans, to analyse artworks and create annotations about the21

occurrence of visual classes of interest; but the quality and22

extent of their annotation work is subject to temporal, mon-23

etary, and knowledge limitations.24

Crowdsourcing has emerged as a viable solution to com-25

plement (or substitute) computer vision algorithms for many26

“difficult” visual analysis tasks, including the annotation of27

visual content [4–7]. Crowdsourced artwork annotation is28

a representative example of a Crowdsourced Knowledge Cre-29

ation (CKC) task [8], i.e. a class of crowdsourcing tasks where30

workers are requested to stress their high-level cognitive31

abilities (e.g., knowledge synthesis, data interpretation), and32

draw from their experience or education, in order to solve33

problems for which a unique, factual solution might not exist.34

In the case of artwork annotation, a crowd worker must pos-35

sess the knowledge and skills required to: (1) understand the36

abstract, symbolic, or allegorical interpretation of the reality37

depicted in the artwork to identify the occurrences of visual38

classes; and (2) recognise the type of such visual classes, de-39

scribing them with an expressive text.40

Crowdsourcing of artwork annotation is still an open re-41

search challenge.42

Domain-specific experts are hard and expensive to re-43

cruit. Knowledgeable contributors (e.g. pro-amateurs and44

enthusiasts) might be present in anonymous human compu-45

tation marketplaces, but must be located, engaged and moti-46

vated.47

The identification and recognition of visual classes are48

aspects of artwork annotation that can be influenced by the49

CKC process design. The knowledge extraction step is of great50

importance, as it requires work interfaces that guide, but not51

constrain, their high-level cognitive and memory processes52

of contributors. This is in contrast to traditional “computa-53

tional” crowdsourcing tasks, where a well-defined work in-54

terface guarantees execution efficiency and consistency. Also,55

the aggregation of knowledge from individual workers must56

account for the broad diversity of opinions and interpreta-57

tions that a crowd knowledge elicitation task might imply.58

This work studies the crowdsourcing of artwork annotation,59

and addresses the following research questions:60

g61

62

63

s64

f65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

that is likely present in a general population. Three trusted 74

assessors created a reference annotation ground-truth to as- 75

sess both the number, type, and location of flowers depicted 76

in the dataset3. To test the effect of the CKC’s knowledge ex- 77

traction step, we evaluated two annotation configurations: 78

an Artwork–centric configuration where textual annotations 79

about visual objects are specified for the whole artwork; and 80

a Class–centric configuration where occurrences of visual ob- 81

jects are identified using bounding boxes with distinct tex- 82

tual annotations. 83

The experiment was performed on the CrowdFlower 84

human computation marketplace, and involved a crowd 85

of 235 workers. For each knowledge extraction configura- 86

tion, we tested the impact of different aggregation methods 87

on the identification and recognition performance. We anal- 88

yse the quality of annotations provided crowd workers to 89

study the richness of their vocabulary, and its overlap with 90

respect to annotations created by domain experts. 91

The main contribution of this paper is a study on how 92

extraction and aggregation methods affect annotation qual- 93

ity of visual artworks in a Artwork–centric and Class–centric 94

configuration. To enable our study we created a novel algo- 95

rithm for aggregating annotations in the Class–centric con- 96

figuration. 97

Results confirm the unique nature of the artwork annota- 98

tion problem, showing how crowdsourcing techniques that 99

are effective for photographic image annotation cannot be 100

straightforwardly applied. The high percentage of workers 101

who dropped out during recruitment testifies to the chal- 102

lenges related to the identification of visual objects, even 103

when as simple as flowers. The experiments highlight the 104

impact that the CKC process can have on the identification 105

and recognition quality: a Artwork–centric configuration en- 106

hances recognition aspects, and comes with a richer annota- 107

tion vocabulary; on the other hand, a Class–centric configura- 108

tion guarantees better identification performance, but poorer 109

recognition and vocabulary. 110

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In 111

Section 2 we present the related work. Section 3 details and 112

exemplifies the complexities of visual object identification 113

and recognition in artwork annotation. Next, Section 4 de- 114

scribes the design and execution of our evaluation. Sections 5 115

and 6 present and discuss experimental results. Section 7 116

concludes and sets the scene for future work. 117

118

- 119

- 120

- 121
RQ1: Can non-professional annotators from crowdsourcin

platforms provide high quality artwork annotations?

RQ2: To what extent can the extraction and aggregation

steps of a crowdsourced knowledge creation proces

influence the identification and recognition aspects o
visual artwork annotation?

To answer these questions, we partnered with the Ri-

jksmuseum Amsterdam2, and set-up an extensive evaluation

campaign aimed at testing the performance of workers from

human computation platforms when asked to identify and

recognise occurrences of visual object classes in artworks.

We assembled a collection of 80 Rijksmuseum prints, and fo-

cused on the “flowers” class, to target an area of expertise

2 http://rijksmuseum.nl. The Rijksmuseum Amsterdam is the largest and

most prestigious museum in the Netherlands.

k 122

- 123

e 124

- 125

126

- 127

- 128

Please cite this article as: J. Oosterman et al., On the impact of kn

tation of visual artworks, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.do
2. Related work

Recent literature [1,9] shows how in contrast to photo

graphic images, which carefully represent the real world, art

works provide less and typically inconsistent visual informa

tion (texture, colour, depth, etc.); this, together with the lac

of sufficiently large training sets and the presence of a size

able number of visual classes to be recognised, are among th

main causes for ineffective automatic artwork annotation al

gorithms. Hybrid image annotation methods [10,11] emerged

as a promising solution to reduce costs and error rate by com

plementing automatic techniques with crowdsourced an
notations. Inspired by these works, our paper focuses on 129

3 The dataset and the results of this study are available for download from

http://bit.ly/CN-SI-artworks.

owledge extraction and aggregation on crowdsourced anno-
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owdsourcing visual object occurrence annotations, a form

f annotation where strict quality control and effective ag-

regation techniques are needed to cater for the natural dif-

culties related to the drawing of geometric coordinates to

ound image objects [12].

Previous works investigated how crowds can support the

rtwork annotation process [13–15]. For instance, “The Steve

roject” [13] studied crowd tagging of collections from more

an 12 USA-based museums and compared crowd and pro-

ssional taggers. Authors found crowd annotators, drawn

om museum attendees, to use a different vocabulary than

rofessional ones, but that such annotations were effective

improve the retrieval of the artworks. In [15], crowds

ithout prior domain knowledge were engaged to anno-

te prints, while gaming mechanisms stimulated them to

arn about the domain. Based on the gaming mechanism

troduced by Luis von Ahns popular ESP-game [16], several

ames with a purpose [17,18] have been proposed to collect

rtwork metadata. Differently from previous works, which

xploited domain-knowledgeable volunteers or museum at-

ndees, our approach explicitly focuses on crowds drawn

om human computation platforms, i.e. anonymous individ-

als for which no assumption can be made about their famil-

rity with artworks or their domain knowledge.

Recent studies [4,19,20] compared the performance of ex-

ert and human annotators from human computation plat-

rms. All studies agreed on the potential and the scalability

nd reduced costs of crowds compared to experts, but also

entioned that additional actions, such as repetition and

orker qualification, are needed to obtain high quality an-

otations. Standard aggregation techniques for crowd results

clude removing results failing qualification tests and sub-

quently using majority voting to combine the results [4].

Most studies however focused on tasks that required

orkers to have only basic skill and common knowledge.

here is demand for more complex tasks, for example requir-

g creativity [21]. Only recently, several works advocated

r specialised crowdsourcing techniques for knowledge cre-

tion tasks, such as nichesourcing [22] or community sourcing

3,24]. For instance, in the context of domain-specific on-

logy and taxonomy creation, Noy et al and Chilton et al.

5,26] found a crowd performance of around 80% correct-

ess which, although being lower than that of domain expert,

as very promising and above all scalable.

The results described in this paper are rooted in our pre-

ious work on crowdsourced knowledge creation. The early

ork [27] defined the problem of artwork annotation in the

ntext of the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam in the Netherlands.

he subsequent works [8,28] introduced an experimental

ethodology, and reports on preliminary results mainly fo-

sed on Artwork–centric knowledge extraction. To the best

f our knowledge, our work is the first one that systemati-

lly studies the performance of Artwork–centric and Class–

ntric knowledge extraction techniques in human compu-

tion platforms, and assess their identification and location

erformance with respect to a high-quality ground truth.
. Challenges in artwork annotation

This section elaborates on the major challenges related to

e annotation of visual objects in artworks. We describe the n

lease cite this article as: J. Oosterman et al., On the impact of know

ation of visual artworks, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.o
rocess currently employed at the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam,

ighlighting typical annotation requirements, and exempli-

ing how the compliance to such requirements is hindered

y the nature of visual artworks.

.1. The need for professional annotation of artworks

The Rijksmuseum has a collection of over 1 million art-

orks, 700, 000 of which are prints, that the museum wants

make accessible for online consumption. The museum cur-

ntly conducts the following digitization process. First, a

igh quality digital representation is created. Then, a team

f 6 professional, in-house, annotators describe the artwork.

uring discussions with the museums curator of the online

ollection the museums’ interest regarding artwork annota-

on was stated: descriptions of both the art-historical as-

ects (such as creator, material and date of creation) and the

epicted visual objects, such as depicted persons, buildings,

ora and fauna. People using or studying their collection of-

n try to answer questions regarding a visual object class X
ch as: “How many prints depict X?”; “Which are the type

f X most commonly represented in a given artistic period?”;

r “How are X depicted in different genres and periods?”.

To enable these retrieval scenarios, annotations must pos-

ss the following 2 properties: (1) coverage, i.e. all instances

f the visual object classes represented in the artwork should

e identified, (possibly) located, and annotated, and (2) ex-

ressiveness, i.e. visual objects should be recognised and anno-

ted with texts that should serve a broad spectrum of knowl-

dge levels; this is to allow both common and expert users to

ccess the collection by using the most familiar language.

Professional annotators are given 25 min to retrieve an

rtwork from storage, analyse it, find relevant information

nd publications online and in their library, and describe by

ntering annotations and references in collection manage-

ent software4. Twenty minutes are devoted to the descrip-

on of art-historical aspects, while only 5 min are allocated

visual object classes. The latter involves two steps: the

entification of instances of a given class, and subsequently,

eir recognition and association with a representative label.

he flower annotation case study. The size and importance of

e Rijksmuseum make it an exemplary case of cultural her-

age institution striving for high-quality annotation of digital

igitized) collections.

Let us consider the print in Fig. 1, drawn from the 700K

rints collection. According to the requirements defined be-

re, professional annotators from the Rijksmuseum must

entify all the instances of depicted flowers, and describe

em with their common and scientific names. The print de-

icts a woman holding flowers sitting in a flower decorated

art pulled by dogs; the print contains 71 flower instances,

istributed in at least 8 areas (highlighted with black bound-

g boxes), not considering the flowers decorating the cart or

e decorations resembling flowers on the cart’s wheels.

While focusing on prints and flower annotations, we ar-

ue this use case to be representative of a broader class of
4 The allocated time is constrained by budgetary considerations and can-

ot be significantly increased.

ledge extraction and aggregation on crowdsourced anno-

rg/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008
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6 https://sealincmedia.wordpress.com. SEALINCMedia is part of the Dutch

national program COMMIT.
Fig. 1. ”Scent“ by Petrus Cool.

artwork annotation problem: on the one hand, it reflects

typical annotation subject, i.e. a non-photographic represen

tation of (a possibly symbolic) reality containing many, di

verse visual objects. On the other hand, “flower” is an ex

ample of a common visual object class, which is not related

to historical aspects, and for which frequency and specificit

are a major bottleneck in the manual annotation process. Th

next sections describe two main challenges that affect th

creation of qualitative annotations.

3.2. Challenges in visual object identification

Visual artworks often provide an abstract, symbolic, or al

legorical interpretation of reality. In such context, the iden

tification of all visual object occurrences is a very time

consuming and error-prone task, complicated by: (1) the lac

of colours or details; (2) the abstract or stylised representa

tion of the visual class occurrence; (3) the size, density, o

composition of the depicted visual objects; and ( 4) subjec

tive or personal interpretations. In such conditions, in orde

to identify all the occurrences of visual objects, an annotato

must show both commitment to the annotation task (to ac

count for the potentially high number of occurrences), and

some degree of experience in the art domain, to be able t

correctly infer the content of visual artworks.

3.3. Challenges in visual object recognition

To correctly recognise visual objects, and describe them

with expressive text, domain-specific expertise is often re

quired. Let us consider the domain of flowers: arguably

everyone is exposed, to some extent, to knowledge abou

flowers: in the mind of the writers, it is difficult to imagin

someone not being able to recognise the red flower in Fig. 2

as a rose. However, going beyond such a shallow descrip

tion requires domain-specific knowledge. Would the reade

be able to tell a Rosa canina from a Rosa multiflora?5. And

which terminology would the reader be able to use?

In our case study, the Rijksmuseum is interested in an

notating each flower instance at different levels of speci

ficity, according to the flowers (formally: plants) taxonomy

5 Both Rosa canina and Rosa multiflora belong to the rosa genus and

through the eyes of a non-expert, they look pretty similar.
Please cite this article as: J. Oosterman et al., On the impact of kn

tation of visual artworks, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.do
Fig. 2. An extract of the flower taxonomy for box 8 of Fig. 1.

It ranges from the top element Kingdom, for example Plan

tae (all plants), to the most specific element Species, e.g

Hyacinthus orientalis, one plant. Fig. 2 depicts part of th

flower description taxonomy. Above thespecies level i

genus, which describes multiple flower species, e.g. th

Hyacinthus genus. Above genus is family, which describe

multiple flower genus, e.g., the Asparagaceae family. Anno

tations could use both thecommon, e.g. Dutch hyacinth, or th

botanical, e.g. Hyacinthus orientalis, flower name.

4. Experimental design

Our goal is to study the annotation coverage and accu

racy of non-professional annotators drawn from a crowd o

anonymous workers, and to analyse their performance un

der different knowledge creation process configurations. T

this end, we instrumented an extensive evaluation campaign

discussed in this section.

Section 4.1 describes the experimental dataset

Section 4.2 introduces the two annotation configura

tions subject of our study; Section 4.3 provides details abou

the setup and quality control mechanism of the experi

ments performed on the CrowdFlower platform; Section 4.

describes the procedure employed for the normalisation

of crowd annotations; Section 4.5 describes the gatherin

of annotations from domain experts; finally, Section 4.

introduces the aggregation methods and evaluation metric

used for quantitative assessment.

4.1. Experimental dataset

In collaboration with personnel of the Rijksmuseum Am

sterdam, we selected 80 prints containing at least one flowe

instance. We then instrumented a ground-truth creation

task, aimed at defining, for each print, the exact number and

location of each contained flower instance.

We recruited 3 trusted annotators. They were selected

from the SEALINCMedia project6 staff; we considered in

dividuals familiar with the targeted collections and with

the technology used for image annotation, namely th
owledge extraction and aggregation on crowdsourced anno-

i.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008

https://sealincmedia.wordpress.com
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008
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nnotorious library.7 Annotorius allows users to draw

quare) bounding boxes on images. Each trusted annotator

as instructed to identify, in each print, all flowers conform-

g to the following definition:

efinition. A flower is considered to be the flowering part of

plant with petals and distinguishable from leaves. A branch

n have multiple flowers (but each of those flowers has the

me name). A flower bud counts as a flower.

For each print, they were asked to independently: (1)

raw a bounding box of each flower instance; and, (2) count

e number of different flower types depicted in the print.

o guarantee maximum correctness and precision, annota-

rs were given no time limits, and they were allowed to stop

nd resume at any time.

Upon completion of the independent annotation sessions

e gathered the results and created a new version of each

rint featuring the bounding boxes from each annotator.

e then organised three deliberation sessions (in total 8 h,

read over 3 days) where annotators were asked to discuss

eir work. For each print in the dataset, they needed to agree

n a unique set of bounding boxes, and on a unique number

f flower types. For each bounding box, the annotators were

sked to also agree on its location and size; they were asked

redraw each bounding box as accurately as possible, so to

uarantee that each flower occurrence was fully, but mini-

ally, contained by it. Trusted annotators were also asked to

rovide comments and remarks about the issues they faced

uring the annotation process, including properties of the

nnotated prints such as the presence of little flowers, low

ntrast flower and leaves, flower orientation and overlap,

at could have hindered the recognition activity.

These comments were uses to support an additional dis-

ssion session aimed at classifying each print in the dataset,

ccording to the difficulty encountered in its annotation. We

entified two difficulty dimensions, related to identifica-

on and recognition, while lead to three difficulty classes:

asy, which identifies prints where flower instances are
7 http://annotorious.github.io/. Annotorius is a javascript image annota-

on library developed in the context of the Europeana project. Europeana

a large European content aggregator for Cultural Heritage and strives to

ake Cultural Heritage more accessible.

v

ty

b

o

lease cite this article as: J. Oosterman et al., On the impact of know

ation of visual artworks, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.o
asy to identify and recognise; the class features 20 prints;

verage which identifies prints where identification is

asy, but recognition is hard — 29 prints; and hard, which

ontains prints where both identification and recognition are

ard to perform — 31 prints. Notably, no print in the dataset

ontained flower instance that were easy to recognise but

ard to identify.

This carefully crafted annotation work led to the creation

f 1047 bounding boxes. On average, each of the 80 prints

ontains 13 flower instances (σ = 15, Max = 71) and 3 flower

pes (σ = 3, Max = 16). Figs. 3a–d depict the distribution,

r each print in the dataset, of: (1) the number of identified

ower instances; (2) the number of unique flower types; (3)

e average size of the annotation bounding boxes ; and (4)

e average number of overlapping bounding boxes. Prints in

e average difficulty class (easy to identify, hard to recog-

ise) have, on average, the least number of flowers and over-

pping bounding boxes. The annotation difficulty is strictly

lated to the average size of the bounding boxes. The num-

er of flower types is similarly distributed across difficulty

lass.

.2. Experimental configurations

We consider two experimental configurations, each test-

g a different knowledge extraction modality. In the

rtwork–centric configuration, crowd workers define an-

otations on the artwork as a whole; in contrast, the

lass–centric requires annotations to be defined for each vi-

al object instance, thus including its exact location in the

rtwork. In both configurations, annotators are asked to iden-

fy and recognise the occurrences of objects in a given visual

lass. Then, for each configuration, we assess how different

ggregation methods impact on the quality of the resulting

nnotations.

rtwork–centric knowledge extraction. In this configuration,

e ask annotators to analyse the artwork as a whole. Iden-

fication is performed by counting the occurrences of the
isual objects of interest, and the number of object class 389

pes therein represented. Recognition also occurs globally, 390

y asking the worker to provide labels for each distinct type 391

f object types identified in the print. The Artwork–centric 392

ledge extraction and aggregation on crowdsourced anno-

rg/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008

http://annotorious.github.io/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008
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Fig. 4. Artwork–centric annotation user interface. Static image left and an

notation fields right.

annotation configuration has as advantage the simplicity and

speed by which an annotator can perform the assigned task

The main drawback, on the other hand, is that workers ar

not allowed to provide information about where and how (in

terms of size, clarity, etc.) in the artwork a given object in

stance is represented. Likewise, labels are not directly associ

ated with occurrences of the visual object class, thus provid

ing no insights about their importance or role in the artwork

Fig. 4 depicts the user interface used in our evaluation for Art

work–centric annotation. The print to annotate is presented

on the left-hand side. The worker can open the image at ful

screen by clicking on it. The right hand side lists the anno

tation fields. Workers are requested to indicate the numbe

of flower instances, and the number of distinct flower type

they identify in the print. Three text fields are available t

provide up to three labels describing the flower types in th

print. To avoid biases in the knowledge extraction process, n

auto-suggestions functionality was provided: workers had t

manually specify flower names, both in their botanical o

common form.

To account for unidentified flower types, workers can re

port a print to contain only flower occurrences of imaginativ

nature (fantasy); or simply indicate their inability to specif

any suitable label (unable). In both cases, an additional tex

box is prompted to collect comments about the reasons fo

their judgment.

Class–centric knowledge extraction. This configuration im

proves on the Artwork–centric one by providing worker

with the ability to pinpoint the occurrences of the sought vi

sual object in the artwork. Fig. 5 depicts the user interfac

used to collect Class–centric annotations: using the Anno
torius library, workers were asked to draw bounding boxes

directly on the image. Labels are specified for each iden-

tified occurrence, thus allowing for more fine-grained and

localised annotations. A bounding box is supposed to fully

contain the identified flower occurrence. Like in the Art-

t

s

Please cite this article as: J. Oosterman et al., On the impact of kn

tation of visual artworks, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.do
Fig. 5. Class–centric annotation user interface. Interactive image on whic

bounding boxes are drawn left. Annotation fields appear per drawn bound

ing box.

work–centric user interface, on the right hand side a set o

annotation fields to allow workers to provide the numbe

of occurrences of the objects of interest; and the numbe

of distinct flower types for which a distinct label has been

provided. An additional field is automatically filled with th

number of bounding boxes drawn for the current print. Such

fields are defined for quality control purposes, but are als

used to further study the behaviour of crowd annotators.

4.3. Crowdsourced artwork annotation task design

The experiment was performed on CrowdFlower8, a hu

man computation platform that recruits workers worldwide

We set up two annotation jobs, one for each annota

tion configuration. Each task required the annotation of fiv

prints, and was rewarded with € 0.18. Compensation ha

been defined after several pilot experiments, used to test

drive the annotation interfaces and to receive feedback on th

monetary reward (which resulted in a 3 out of 5 score). Th

moderate sum was set so to attract people intrinsically mo

tivated while still giving some monetary appreciation. Work

ers were recruited in the Level 1 Contributors class of Crowd

Flower9 to exclude workers known by CrowdFlower to hav

a low quality.

Quality control mechanisms. Each annotation task was intro

duced by a description page, listing instructions about the re

quested input, an explanation of the user interface, example

of target annotations, and the same flower definition given t

trusted annotators.

Each worker had to first perform a qualification task, a

a necessary pre-condition to participate in the rest of th

8 http://crowdflower.com
9 Level 1 contributors are “high performance contributors who accoun

for 60% of monthly judgments and maintain a high level of accuracy acros

a basket of CrowdFlower jobs.”
owledge extraction and aggregation on crowdsourced anno-

i.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008

http://crowdflower.com
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008
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experiment. In the qualification task, workers were asked to458

annotate 5 prints, sampled from the ones belonging to the459

easy difficulty class, and having an unambiguously number460

of flowers and flower types, as determined by the trusted461

annotators. Each task paid € 0.18 upon completion. Work-462

ers were evaluated against the number of flowers and number463

of types defined in the ground truth; we allowed an off-by-464

one error to account for small counting errors. Workers that465

failed to correctly annotate more than one print in the qual-466

ification task were blocked from performing further tasks.467

Successful workers were allowed to continue with other an-468

notation tasks; to avoid learning bias, prints used in the qual-469

ification tasks were not shown twice to the same worker.470

For the same reason, workers that performed tasks in the471

Artwork–centric job were not allowed to perform tasks in472

the Class–centric job, and vice-versa. As an additional quality473

control mechanism one hidden control question, a so-called474

honeypot, was added to each annotation task. Each control475

question contained a print with an unambiguously number476

of flowers and flower types were used, as determined by477

the trusted annotators. Workers were paid regardless of their478

performance with the control question. Prints were shown to479

workers in random order. Each worker could annotate every480

remaining print in the set, but only once. We designed the481

ta482

a483

e484

th485

4486

487

a488

th489

w490

ti491

m492

m493

a494

w495

e496

u497

o498

a499

W500

h501

F502

h503

w504

a505

th506

cl507

4508

509

a510

1

is

sought botanical experts through our social and work envi- 511

ronments, but also looking for candidates in our geograph- 512

ical surroundings. Initially we only contacted members of a 513

garden-historical society, but unfortunately those members 514

did not have time available. We then expanded our inquiries 515

to the Wageningen University of Agriculture in the Nether- 516

lands and to friends, family and acquaintances who were 517

known to be working with, or are passionate about, flowers. 518

Our efforts resulted in three plant-related researchers from 519

Wageningen University, a former forest ranger and a prac- 520

titioner in the flower domain, who volunteered their time 521

to annotate our dataset collection with flower labels. We 522

trusted their self-assessment of their capabilities after show- 523

ing sample images from our print dataset. We let these do- 524

main experts annotate the images and test the crowd labels 525

with respect to the ones produced by these annotators with 526

known domain expertise. 527

Two domain experts annotated all (80) prints. The other 528

three annotated 24, 13 and 3 prints, respectively. In total, 186 529

flower labels were provided. The majority of all the labels 530

provided by experts (80%) were defined at the genus level. 531

The botanical form was used in 37% of the labels. In 57 532

annotation tasks (28%) at least one expert reported unable to 533

name any of the flowers in the print. Notably, for 12 prints 534

(1 535

la 536

la 537

la 538

C 539

540

1 541

e 542

v 543

c 544

H 545

c 546

p 547

u 548

le 549

4 550

551

th 552

g 553

sc 554

4 555

556

p 557

b 558

w 559

ty 560

th 561

ri 562

Matching: given a ground truth bounding box gb, a bound- 563

ing box b created by a worker is defined as matching if it over- 564

laps with gb. If b matches multiple gb’s, we take the closest 565

one (measured by the L1 distance between the bounding box 566

vectors) as the matched ground truth bounding box. 567

P

t

sk such that each print could be annotated by at most 10

nnotators. If the overall accuracy of a worker across all ex-

cuted tasks on control questions dropped below 60%, then

e annotations from such workers were discarded.

.4. Annotation labels pre-processing

Labels produced underwent a pre-processing step aimed

t providing a uniform label dictionary and, thus, support

e subsequent analysis. Due to the employment of a world-

ide workforce, labels were assumed to be provided in mul-

ple languages, and to include spelling errors. To achieve

aximum accuracy, each flower label has been manually

apped to a Wikipedia10 page using the search function-

lity on that site. If no corresponding page could be found,

e used the label plus the word wiki on a regular search

ngine to find wiki’s in other languages. Subsequently we

sed the Show this page in other languages functionality

f Wikipedia to revert back the English form. DBPedia is

semantic knowledge base, based on information from

ikipedia. As almost every page on the English Wikipedia

as a similar page on DBPedia which has the same content.

or example the DBPedia page about the Californian Rose is

ttp://dbpedia.org/page/Rosa_californica. Thanks to the link

ith DBPedia, it has been possible to reconcile synonyms,

nd automatically associate each flower label as belonging to

e Genus, Species, or Family level. Each label was also

assified as a common name or as botanical name.

.5. Label quality assessment

As the prior expertise of crowd workers is unknown, we

ssess the quality of labels they provide. For this purpose, we

0 Although Wikipedia has information on many topics, the flower domain

very well represented having most of the flower taxonomy present.
lease cite this article as: J. Oosterman et al., On the impact of know

ation of visual artworks, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.o
1 hard and 1 average) no expert was able to provide any

bel. The remaining 68 prints received on average 2.7 flower

bels (σ = 1.45, Max = 7) each. The most frequently used

bels have been Rose (20% of all labels), Lily (17%), Tulip (6%),

arnation (5%) and Iris (5%).

On average, experts respectively provided 2.40 (σ =
.60), 2.40 (σ = 0.73), and 1.64 (σ = 1.47) unique labels for

asy, average, and hard prints. The perceived experts

ocabulary featured 59 distinct flowers names. By recon-

iling botanical and common name of flowers, such as

elianthus and. Sunflower, the number of unique labels de-

reases to 52. Fifty-six percent of experts’ vocabulary is ex-

ressed in botanical form. Looking at the distribution of

nique labels, most were expressed at the genus specificity

vel (66% versus 34% at the species level).

.6. Evaluation and aggregation

In this subsection we define the metrics used to assess

e quality of individual annotations and define our aggre-

ation methods for multiple annotations. Section 4.6.3 de-

ribes our novel bounding box aggregation algorithm.

.6.1. Evaluation of individual annotations

We assess crowd workers’ contribution quality by com-

aring their annotation results with the ground-truth created

y trusted annotators. In the Artwork–centric configuration,

e compare the number of flowers and the number of flower

pes. In the Class–centric configuration, for which we have

e bounding box information, we define 3 additional met-

cs related to the precision of the bounding boxes.
ledge extraction and aggregation on crowdsourced anno-

rg/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008

http://dbpedia.org/page/Rosa_californica
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008
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Centroid distance: If a worker bounding box b matches

ground truth bounding box gb, we define its centroid dis

tance as

cDist =

√(
gbcX − bcX

gbw

)2

+
(

gbcY − bcY

gbh

)2

where gbw, gbh denotes the width and height of the ground

truth bounding box, bw, bh denotes the width and height o

the matched bounding box. Intuitively, cDist measures th

distance between the centres of the two bounding boxes; t

account for differences in bounding boxes size, cDist is calcu

lated by normalising the coordinate distances by the ground

truth bounding box width and height.

Area overlap: If a worker bounding box b matches

ground truth bounding box gb, we define its area overlap as

aOverlap = gba ∩ ba

gba ∪ ba

where gba, ba denotes the area of ground truth bounding bo

and worker bounding box. Note that for aOverlap we simplif

the intersection/union of the geometric areas of two bound

ing box using set operators. The value of the aOverlap varie

in the range (0, 1], in which 1 means that gb and b perfectl

cover each other.

Notice that cDist and aOverlap measure different proper

ties: a worker bounding box close to ground truth boundin

boxes (i.e., with a small value of cDist) might not necessaril

cover a large portion of area of the same ground truth bound

ing boxes (i.e., a large value of aOverlap), and vice versa.

4.6.2. Artwork–centric annotation aggregation

As common in crowdsourcing, the works of several con

tributors are aggregated in order to produce a single “crowd

truth”.

Identification. The number of flowers and number of flowe

types identified in a print are numerical variables. We there

fore adopt as aggregation operators traditional numeric func

tions: (1) the median of the figures provided by each worke

for a given print, which guarantees robustness to outliers

and (2) the maximum value provided by one of the annota

tors which, on the other hand, can be seen as a conservativ

measure. We decided to experiment the maximum function

to account for the under-specification tendency of worker

described in the previous section.

The ratio of erroneous number of flowers (ξ flower) and

number of types (ξ types) reported for a print are defined a

follows:

ξflower = |#FLat − #FLgt |
#FLgt

; ξtypes = |#TY at − #TY gt |
#TY gt

(1

where #FLat and #TY at are, respectively the average numbe

of flower and the average number of flower types provided

by workers, and #FLgt and #TY gt are the number of lower

and number of flower types in ground truth.

Recognition. We aggregate the labels provided by the crowd
for each artwork using three different methods: (1) the union

of all crowd labels; (2) labels specified by at least 2 crowd

workers; and (3) labels specified by the majority of workers

annotating a print.

r 662

s 663

664

665

Please cite this article as: J. Oosterman et al., On the impact of kn

tation of visual artworks, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.do
(a)Individual (b)Aggregated

Fig. 6. An example of aggregating multiple individual bounding boxes.

4.6.3. Class–centric annotation aggregation

Identification. For this configuration we assess, as in the Art

work–centric, both the number of flowers and types usin

the median and maximum. Given the local nature of Class

centric annotations, we address the problem of boundin

boxes aggregation. This task is not trivial, as it is hindered

by several factors, e.g.: (1) the usage of different pointing de

vices, e.g. mouse or touch screens, which affects the draw

ing action; (2) workers might not be able to correctly iden

tify an entity instance; and (3) the presence of maliciou

or poorly motivated workers, that might incorrectly (e.g. b

drawing random or very big bounding boxes), or partiall

perform the task at hand. To cater for such problems, we pro

pose a novel method to aggregate the Class–centric annota

tions produced by multiple workers, so that bounding boxe

can be aggregated together to obtain a correct, high-qualit

identification. We propose a novel method to aggregat

Class–centric annotations produced by multiple workers

each providing multiple bounding boxes to the same image

We note that a similar method, [29], has been used for aggre

gating bounding boxes from multiple sources. However, tha

method assumes each image has only one object, i.e. each

worker only provides one bounding box to an image.

See Fig. 6 for an example of the application of a boundin

box aggregation method.

Fig. 7 summaries the steps that compose our method fo

bounding box merging. The bounding boxes defined for

print are first pre-processed to remove low quality ones, i.e

bounding boxes having an area bigger than 3σ (3 standard

deviations) of the mean value of all the bounding boxes spec

ified for the same image. The threshold of 3σ is chosen t

retain as many bounding boxes that could contribute to ag

gregation. Such an heuristic is justified by the empirical ob

servation that some users draw very large bounding boxe

that contains multiple flowers, in contrast with other, mor

committed and precise users.

Then, the method requires the identification of all group

of bounding boxes in a print. Such a step can be modelled as

clustering task, where the goal is to find clusters of boundin

boxes such that all bounding boxes within the same cluste

target the same visual object occurrence, and that boundin

boxes of different clusters target different occurrences. W

test the performance of three clustering techniques: (1) sim

ple geometric clustering, where bounding boxes are defined a

belonging to the same cluster if they overlap (also partially)

(2) k-means; and (3) Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [30]. Fo

the two unsupervised clustering methods, bounding box Bi i

represented by the coordinates of its upper-left point p and

its bottom-right point q, i.e., B = (px, py, qx, qy)T .
owledge extraction and aggregation on crowdsourced anno-

i.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008
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ic annotation aggregation method.
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but less correlated with the size of such instances (which is 715

smaller in average than easy prints). 716

5.1.2. Recognition 717

Workers provided a total of 461 flower name labels. Al- 718

most all labels were provided in English, except for some 719
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Fig. 7. Steps of our Class–centr

Note that for unsupervised clustering methods, we need

explicitly set the number of clusters K. Due to the wide

nge of flower occurrences in all images, K is set differently

r each print according to annotations from workers. Dif-

rent estimation strategies could be instantiated according

this principle. We compare: (1) the maximum number of

ounding boxes drawn by one of the print annotators; (2)

e median number among the workers; and (3) a value

utomatically obtained according to model selection such as

ayesian information criterion (BIC) [31].

This clustering step is then followed by the derivation, for

ach cluster or bounding boxes, of a single, representative

ounding box. Similarly as for the setting of the K number of

usters, we compare the performance of several aggregation

ethods, which, for each of the four bounding box vertexes,

lect (1) the maximum; or (2) the median value among the

nes of the bounding boxes in the cluster.

ecognition. To enable comparison, bounding box labels are

anaged as global artwork labels, and assessed using the

me metrics as in the Artwork–centric configuration.

. Results

This section discusses the outcomes of the experiments

escribed in Section 4. For each configuration, we assess mul-

ple annotation aggregation methods, and we analyse the re-

lting identification and recognition performance of crowd

orkers.

.1. Artwork–centric knowledge extraction evaluation

A total of 151 workers started a qualification task, out of

hich 67 (44%) failed. Out of the remaining 84 workers, 40

6%) decided to stop at the qualification task. The remaining

4 workers performed a total of 475 annotation tasks. Each

orker annotated an average of 10.8 prints (σ = 7.6). Despite

e high variance each print was sufficiently annotated by an

verage 5.9 workers (σ = 1.4).

.1.1. Identification

For each annotation task, we analyse the number of flow-

rs and flower types indicated by crowd workers. Table 1

escribes the under-/over-specification of these values with

spect to the ground-truth, broken down according to the

ifficulty class of the corresponding prints. Regardless of the

ifficulty class, workers tend to report less flowers than the

nes actually contained in the print; hard prints, which on

verage contain more flowers, are also the ones for which

is under-specification effect is more evident. A similar re-

lt is observable for hard prints for the reported number of

ower types. Crowd workers also under-specified for easy
nd average prints but the effect is less evident, especially

r the number of types. Note that this trend is highly cor-

lated with the number of flower instances in the print,
lease cite this article as: J. Oosterman et al., On the impact of know

ation of visual artworks, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.o
bels provided in Italian, Spanish and Dutch. All prints re-

eived at least one flower label from at least one worker. In 69

nnotations tasks (14%) at least one crowd worker reported

nable to name any flowers in the print. Figs. 8 and 9 de-

ict the distribution of workers’ labels in the 3 print diffi-

ulty classes. Fantasy labels were equally distributed. Prints

here multiple workers were unable are distributed as fol-

ws: easy (1), average (7), and hard (11). As expected,

asy prints received on average more unique labels than

oth average and hard. We account the higher number

f unique labels for hard prints to the higher number of de-

icted flower types.

Fig. 10a depicts the distribution of label specificity for

rints belonging to the three difficulty classes. Genus la-

els and common names are consistently the most used by

rowd workers (respectively 85% and 77% of all annotations).

mily names are rarer, but mainly specified in easy prints.

orkers’ vocabulary included 74 distinct flowers labels (58

fter reconciliation of botanical and common version of the

me flower name). On average, respectively 4.30 (σ = 2.90),

.13 (σ = 1.22), and 4.03 (σ = 2.06) unique labels were pro-

ided for easy, average, and hard print. Twenty-eight

ercent of flower labels were defined at species level, 67%

t genus, 5% at family level. Sixty-one percent of workers’

ocabulary is expressed in botanical form. The labels most

equently used by crowd workers are Rose (33% of all la-

els), Lily (15%), Tulip (7%), Sunflower (6%) and Carnation (5%).

ig. 10b depicts the vocabulary size per worker. Four work-

rs, which provided only unable and fantasy labels are not

ported. On average each worker has a vocabulary size of

.4 (σ = 3.5, Max = 16) distinct labels. The vocabulary size

strongly correlated (c = 0.75, p � 0.005) with the amount

f labels a workers provided . To account for this we calcu-

te a worker’s label diversity using Shannon entropy which

also shown in 10 b (indicated by a line). Users who provide

ore labels, also use such labels more often.

.1.3. Aggregation

Table 2 compares the results, in terms of error ratio, and

roken down according to the difficulty class of the corre-

onding prints, obtained after applying the median and

aximum aggregation functions. Performance is better (i.e.

igher identification precision) for prints in the easy and

verage than in the hard difficulty class. On the other

and, workers perform worse on the identification of the

umber of flowers in the easy class than in the average
lass. Such a result is mostly due to 5 prints in the easy class,

r which there is an error rate higher than 50%. Manually in-

ecting the annotations for these prints we observed that
ledge extraction and aggregation on crowdsourced anno-

rg/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008
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Table 1

Average difference and under-/over-specification of number of flowers and types by workers in Artwork–centric annotation.

Number of flowers Number of types

Under Equal Above Avg. diff. Under Equal Above Avg. diff.

Easy 80% 20% 0% −5.35 ± 7.93 40% 40% 20% −0.94 ± 1.76

Average 72% 21% 7% −0.90 ± 0.96 24% 52% 24% −0.11 ± 1.09

6 ± 11.1
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Table 2

Error rate for number of flowers and types per class for differe

# Flowers error ratio

Method Easy Average H

Median 0.34 ± 0.30 0.14 ± 0.20 0.

Maximum 0.11 ± 0.20 0.16 ± 0.25 0.
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such errors are accountable to badly followed instruction

(contrary to our flower definition, workers did not coun

flower buds) or to wrong interpretation of a flower compo

sition (some workers counting each individual flower of th

plant — a hyacinth — while others counted them as a singl

flower).

5.1.4. Interpretation of the results

Workers tended to under-specify the number of flower

and flowers types, especially for prints in the hard category

We account this result to the fatigue effect [32] that migh

occur when the number of visual classes instances increases

we interpret the propensity of workers to conservatively es

timate the number as an indication of genuine effort.

Despite no requirements from our side, a surprisingl

large proportion of the labels (23% in total and 61% of thei
Please cite this article as: J. Oosterman et al., On the impact of kn

tation of visual artworks, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.do
4 71% 23% 6% −1.52 ± 1.88

gation methods in Artwork–centric annotations.

# Types error ratio
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work–centric annotations.

vocabulary) used the botanical form for flower names. Thi

result hints to two possible explanations: (1) the annotator

knew the botanical name; or (2) annotators actively looked

up the flower in (Web) knowledge bases to retrieve a suit

able name. We interpret the result as a sign of knowledgeabl

and intrinsically motivated workers, which stood out from

the crowd despite the task complexity and moderate reward

No aggregation function consistently provided better per

formance. The maximum aggregation method performs bet

ter for the identification of number of flowers. This resul

can be intuitively explained as follows: even when worker

tend to under-specify the number of object instances, a sin

gle good performer suffices for good-quality identification

On the other hand, median has better performance in th

identification of number of flower types. Again, such a resul

can be motivated by the behaviour of crowd workers who
owledge extraction and aggregation on crowdsourced anno-

i.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008
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Table 3

Average difference and under-/over-specification of number of flowers and types by workers in Class–centric annotations.

Number of flowers Number of types

Under Equal Above Avg. diff. Under Equal Above Avg.diff

Easy 75% 15% 10% −3.70 ± 4.45 45% 20% 35% −1.29 ± 2.33

Average 72% 21% 7% −0.75 ± 0.86 45% 31% 24% −0.26 ± 0.69

Hard 87% 3% 10% −11.53 ± 14.83 71% 6% 23% −1.63 ± 2.14

Table 4

Quality and number of bounding boxes compared to ground truth annotations in Class–centric annotations.

Quality of workers Number of bounding boxes

Matching ratio cDist aOverlap Under Equal Above Avg. diff.

Easy 0.70 ± 0.30 0.15 ± 0.14 0.23 ± 0.19 80% 10% 10% −3.92 ± 4.54

Average 0.76 ± 0.29 0.25 ± 0.30 0.49 ± 0.20 72% 28% 0% −1.20 ± 1.31

Hard 0.43 ± 0.28 0.33 ± 0.45 0.59 ± 0.23 100% 0% 0% −12.59 ± 15.13

on average, were more often correct. In such a condition, us-799

ing the majority of worker annotations is a better approach,800

which can compensate to some extent the presence of out-801

liers.802

5.2. Class–centric knowledge extraction evaluation803

Eighty-fourworkers started the qualification tasks, out of804

which 21 (25%) failed. Of the remaining 63 workers, 17 (27%)805

decided to stop at the qualification task. The remaining 46806

workers created 552 annotations. All labels were provided in807

English. On average each worker annotated 12.0 prints (σ =808

17.1). Despite the high variance each print was sufficiently809

annotated by, on average, 6.9 workers (σ = 1.37). A total of810

3442 bounding boxes were drawn.811

5.2.1. Identification812

Table 3 reports the identification performance in terms of813

number of flowers and number of types for Class–centric an-814

notations. Workers tend to define fewer flowers and fewer815

flower types than the ones actually contained in prints, es-816

pecially for the hard ones. On the other hand, average817

prints, which contains the least number of flowers and types,818

are the ones where workers perform best. Table 4 shows819

the quality of created bounding boxes across different print820

classes. Matching ratio in this table denotes the ratio821

o822

g823

824

w825

in826

re827

in828

ra829

m830

b831

p832

n833

a834

835

te836

ca837

specified by workers. When comparing these result with the 838

ones in Table 3, we observe how workers often (22% of the 839

executed tasks) draw less bounding boxes than the ones they 840

specify in the dedicated text field of the user interface for the 841

same annotated print. Only in a handful of tasks (0.7%) they 842

drew more bounding boxes. 843

5.2.2. Recognition 844

Workers drew 3,442 bounding boxes, of which 1,583 845

(46%) contained a label that could be mapped to a DBPedia 846

resource. 616 (18%) were annotated as fantasy, while for 1149 847

bounding boxes (33%) workers indicated they were unable 848

to name the flower. The ratio of unable annotations is sim- 849

ilarly distributed across print difficulty class — respectively 850

34% ineasy prints , 31% inaverage prints, and 37% inhard 851

prints. The size of bounding boxes has no effect on the ability 852

of workers to provide a label for a flower. The same applies to 853

the number of flowers or flower types in the print. 854

Fig. 11 a shows the specificity of the provided labels 855

per print difficulty category. Both family names (the most 856

generic) and botanical forms of species are rarely used. 857

The large majority of labels, for all three difficulty classes 858

uses the genus specificity in common name form. For prints 859

in the average difficulty class less species labels are used 860

than in the other classes. 861

In total 1566 labels corresponding to flower names were 862

p 863

fl 864

c 865

sp 866

2 867

h 868

869

le 870

th 871

is 872

u 873

(6 874

in 875

5 876

877

centric configuration, in Table 5 we first report the 878

P

t

f matched bounding boxes out of the ones defined in the

round truth for the considered prints.

The better matching ratio is obtained for average prints,

hile hard prints have significantly worse workers’ bound-

g box quality. Considering the reference ground-truth, this

sult suggests a correlation between the number of flowers

a print, as prints with less flower features better matching

tio. cDist and aOverlap are, however, measures which are

ore influenced by the sizes of the ground truth bounding

oxes: intuitively, it is easier for workers to more accurately

osition boxes for large flowers, although their overlap is not

ecessarily better (i.e. it is more difficult for workers to draw

ccurate bounding boxes).

In the right part of Table 4 we report the performance, in

rms of under-/over-specification of number flowers, which

n be achieved by counting the number of bounding boxes
lease cite this article as: J. Oosterman et al., On the impact of know

ation of visual artworks, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.o
rovided. Workers featured a vocabulary of 45 distinct

owers labels (43 after reconciliation of botanical and

ommon version of the same flower name). On average, re-

ectively 4.05 (σ = 3.78), 2.03 (σ = 1.12), and 2.97 (σ =
.18) unique labels were provided for easy, average, and

ard prints.

Crowd workers specified 24% of the labels at species
vel, 69% at the genus level, and 7% at the family level of

e flower taxonomy. Thirty-six percent of their vocabulary

expressed in botanical form. The label most frequently

sed by workers are Rose (43%), Tulip (14%), Lily (11%), Daisy

%) and Sunflower (4%). The botanical form of labels is used

6% of the labels.

.2.3. Aggregation

Similarly to the analysis performed for the Artwork–
ledge extraction and aggregation on crowdsourced anno-

rg/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008
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Fig. 11. Analysis of labels in Class–centric annotations.

Table 5

Error rate for number of flowers and types per class for different aggregation methods in Class–centric annotation.

Flowers error ratio Types error ratio

Method Easy Average Hard Easy Average Hard

Median 0.25 ± 0.29 0.12 ± 0.17 0.48 ± 0.27 0.17 ± 0.28 0.13 ± 0.23 0.40 ± 0.31

Maximum 0.12 ± 0.22 0.18 ± 0.24 0.46 ± 0.70 0.57 ± 0.87 1.11 ± 4.04 0.72 ± 0.75
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Table 6

Error rates of different methods for setting the number of clu

Error rate

Method Easy Average

Max 0.15 ± 0.28 0.11 ± 0.19

Median 0.23 ± 0.28 0.12 ± 0.16

BIC 0.96 ± 0.82 1.26 ± 0.97

performance of different aggregations methods on the num

ber of flowers and number of flower types explicitly speci

fied by workers. Median always outperforms maximum fo

the aggregation of the number of types. For the number o

flowers however, maximum outperforms median in both

easy and hard prints, while having worse performance in

average prints.

Next, we compare the performance of the three K esti

mation techniques per print difficulty class for the clusterin

step of our novel algorithm presented in Section 4.6.3. To thi

end, we define the error rate

ξ = |#BBs − #FLgt |
#FLgt

which measures the normalised difference between K de

termined by a configuration and the ground truth. Table 6

reports the resulting performance. Simpler methods sub

stantially outperform BIC. This results suggest that, for th

purpose of estimating the number of clusters, the num

ber of bounding boxes given by the workers is a less nois

signal than the overall coordinates of all input boundin

boxes. Maximum outperforms median in both the easy and

hard difficulty classes, while being only slightly better fo

average prints. The result can be justified by the fact tha

the average category have the lowest number of flowers

By comparing the figures in Table 6 and Table 5, we observ

how using the maximum value is best both for aggregatin

the reported number of flowers and bounding boxes; how

ever, for average and hard prints, estimating the numbe

of flowers in a print using bounding boxes lead to more pre

cise results.
Please cite this article as: J. Oosterman et al., On the impact of kn

tation of visual artworks, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.do
Error sign

ard Under Equal Above

.34 ± 0.26 32% 39% 29%

.49 ± 0.26 68% 30% 2%

.59 ± 0.42 45% 5% 50%

Table 7

Performance of different algorithm configurations.

Configuration Matching ratio cDist aOverlap

Geometric_median 0.46 ± 0.12 0.31 ± 0.20 0.45 ± 0.16

k-means_median 0.82 ± 0.22 0.28 ± 0.20 0.48 ± 0.20

GMM_median 0.81 ± 0.22 0.28 ± 0.20 0.49 ± 0.16

Geometric_max 0.48 ± 0.29 0.58 ± 0.51 0.28 ± 0.18

k-means_max 0.83 ± 0.21 0.49 ± 0.92 0.38 ± 0.18

GMM_max 0.83 ± 0.21 0.48 ± 0.92 0.39 ± 0.18

Being the best aggregation method, we select the valu

returned by maximum as an input for the next steps. Table

compares the performance in terms of matching ratio, cDis

and aOverlap of the different algorithm configurations tha

can be obtained by varying clustering techniques and strate

gies for picking the representative.

In all clustering techniques, median performs signifi

cantly better than maximum for both cDist and aOverlap, bu

with a slightly worse Matching ratio. Such a result can

be explained by the fact that larger representative boundin

boxes are more likely to match with ground truth boundin

boxes, but will also feature bigger and less accurate areas

Among the tested clustering techniques, the ones based on

unsupervised learning clearly outperform the simple geomet

ric clustering, while there is no significant difference between

k-means and GMM.

To conclude, we investigate how the performance of GMM
and k-means vary according to the print difficulty class, and

report the results Fig. 12 (red for k-means and blue for GMM)

It can be observed how GMM is less effective for easy prints
owledge extraction and aggregation on crowdsourced anno-

i.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008
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Fig. 12. kmeans_median (red) and GMM_median (blue) performance on images of different difficulty class.

while more effective for hard prints. Technically, the result927

could be explained by the nature of GMM, a more flexible ver-928

sion of k-means that models the variance and covariance929

of bounding box coordinate vector. The coordinates of end-930

ing point in drawing a bounding box for small flower is more931

influenced by the starting point than for large flower, which932

could make GMM perform better than the simpler k-means933

clustering on hard prints; on the other hand, by being less934

robust than k-means on this aspect, GMM performs worse935

in easy prints, where the effect of little pointing errors are936

more evident. We note that for their performance, however,937

none of the differences in the three print classes are statisti-938

cally significant.939

5.2.4. Interpretation of the results940

941
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th969

so970

e971

types in a print, the maximum aggregation function is better 972

suited for the estimation of the number of flower instances 973

which, in turns, provide better identification (matching ra- 974

tio) performance. In contrast, the location of bounding boxes 975

(centre and area) can be better achieved using a consensus- 976

based function such as median. 977

These results demonstrate how, in this context, and con- 978

trary to traditional image annotation techniques, better out- 979

comes can be achieved by selectively using methods not 980

based on crowd consensus. This is supported by recent work 981

on crowd disagreement [33]. 982

6. Discussion 983

This section elaborates on the results reported in 984

Section 5 with respect to the research questions defined in 985

the introduction. 986

6.1. Research question 1 987

In this section we provide answers to RQ1: Can non- 988

professional annotators from crowdsourcing platforms provide 989

high quality artwork annotations? 990

6.1.1. Identification 991

Section 5.1 and Section 5.2 provide quantitative evidence 992

o 993

ca 994

th 995

m 996

ti 997

fo 998

e 999

8 1000

is 1001

C 1002

si 1003

m 1004

h 1005

w 1006

a 1007

a 1008

to 1009

p 1010

im 1011

th 1012

P

t

In this configuration, workers were asked to both count

e number of flowers in the print, and to draw bounding

oxes around them (see Section 4); a counter in the user in-

rface reported the number of currently drawn bounding

oxes. Despite the presence of a self-defined anchor, work-

rs often drew a number of bounding boxes less than the

umber of identified flowers. The result can be interpreted

two ways. On the one hand, as there was a direct relation

etween the number and size of flowers in prints, workers

uld have simply ignored very small instances; on the other

and, due to fatigue, workers simply stop annotating even if

ey knew that more flowers existed in the print. An analysis

erformed over several annotation tasks suggests that both

xplanations are correct to some extent. The result hints to

e importance of intrinsically motivated workers for Class–

ntric artwork annotation, as a high number of instances to

nnotate might be discouraging.

Annotation specificity hints at a similar conclusion: 36%

f the annotations, but only 6% of their vocabulary, are ex-

ressed in botanical form. This suggests less knowledgeable

orkers, but also workers less available for online research

.g. in knowledge bases), possibly due to the additional ef-

rt needed to draw bounding boxes, which diminishes their

otivation to extend their domain knowledge.

Our method for bounding boxes aggregation shows

romising results. The significantly improved aggregation

sults (up to 45% improvement in matching ratio, 20% in

ounding box distance, and 30% in area overlap) achieved by

e GMM and k-means algorithms demonstrates the need for

phisticated aggregation techniques. Due to workers gen-

rally under-specifying the number of flowers and flowers
lease cite this article as: J. Oosterman et al., On the impact of know

ation of visual artworks, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.o
f the effectiveness of crowd workers in identifying and lo-

ting flower instances. Despite the moderate reward and

e demanding nature of the annotation tasks, our experi-

ents attracted a considerable number of skilled and mo-

vated workers; they often matched the identification per-

rmance of our trusted annotators, especially on prints of

asy and average difficulty (matching rates of 89% and

4%, respectively); hard prints lead to worse, but still sat-

factory figures (a matching rate of 59%). Even with the

lass–centric configuration, which was more labour inten-

ve, workers achieved good location accuracy (bounding box

atching rates of 70%, 76% and 43% for easy, average and

ard prints, respectively). These results are indicative of the

illingness and ability of crowds to identify visual classes in

rtworks. Indeed, the identification of elements on images is

task that is familiar to crowd workers and requires little

no domain knowledge. On the other hand, artworks often

resent additional complexities with respect to photographic

ages (e.g. abstract, symbolic, or allegoric interpretations):

e results of our experiments are in line with the outcomes
ledge extraction and aggregation on crowdsourced anno-

rg/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008
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Table 8

Comparison of number of common and new labels, split by print difficulty class and aggregation methods, in Artwork–centric

annotations.

Matching label New label

Method Easy Average Hard Easy Average Hard

All 1.30 ± 0.80 0.79 ± 0.50 1.00 ± 0.79 3.00 ± 2.88 1.25 ± 2.35 3.45 ± 2.35

Lab.freq. ≥ 2 0.95 ± 0.60 0.68 ± 0.55 0.65 ± 0.67 0.65 ± 1.09 0.29 ± 0.46 0.65 ± 0.81

Majority 0.70 ± 0.66 0.64 ± 0.56 0.40 ± 0.50 0.15 ± 0.37 0.18 ± 0.39 0.25 ± 0.55

Table 9

Label comparison per print difficulty class for different aggregation methods in visual class annotation in Class–centric annotation.

Matching label New label

Method Easy Average Hard Easy Average Hard
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All 1.21 ± 1.24 0.79 ± 0.57

Label.freq. ≥ 2 1.11 ± 1.24 0.64 ± 0.62

Majority 0.95 ± 1.18 0.64 ± 0.62

of other recent studies [25,26], and provide additional evi

dences on the suitability of crowdsourcing as an accurate too

for cultural heritage content annotation.

6.1.2. Recognition

In terms of recognition performance, workers consis

tently provide a high number of labels and show a rich vo

cabulary. In Table 8 and Table 9 we compare, for each experi

mental configuration, the number of unique labels which ar

provided by the domain experts and the crowd (Matching la

bel) and the number of unique labels provided by the crowd

but not by the experts (New label)

The vocabulary size of crowd workers is comparable (58

and 43 compared to 52 for the Artwork–centric and Class–

centric, respectively) to the one of experts, and, for both con

figurations, we observed how workers often used labels with

lower specificity (genus and family) in the flower classifi

cation taxonomy. This result suggests familiarity with th

domain-specific vocabulary. On the other hand, it can also b

interpreted as an indicator of the potential information need

of crowd-workers, who prefer using laymen terminology t

describe botanical entities: workers were allowed to look up

flower names online, but they deliberately choose to specif

common names at lower level of specificity.

The previous interpretation is supported by the follow

ing observation. In both configurations (Artwork–centric and

Class–centric), and even using the most conservative la

bel aggregation policy (i.e. using all crowd labels), expert

and crowd workers respectively share a limited vocabulary

34%, 28%, 34% (Artwork–centric) and 43%, 44%, 52% (Class–

centric) respectively for easy, average, and hard prints

The size of the shared vocabulary only slightly decreases (on

average) with stricter aggregation conditions. On the othe

hand, the decrease is more evident in terms of new label

(right part of Table 8 and Table 9): the number of new label

introduced by crowd workers is relatively consistent acros

aggregation methods and print difficulty.

Both crowd workers and experts showed a similar ten

dency to have low agreement on their labels. This is an in

teresting phenomena, also observed in other knowledge

intensive content annotation use cases (e.g. medical [33])

The result suggests the need for more articulated annotation
Please cite this article as: J. Oosterman et al., On the impact of kn

tation of visual artworks, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.do
± 1.00 2.84 ± 2.98 1.18 ± 1.06 2.35 ± 2.39

± 0.89 1.79 ± 2.04 0.89 ± 0.88 1.70 ± 1.42

± 0.89 1.53 ± 1.58 0.89 ± 0.83 1.45 ± 1.19

campaigns, possibly organised in workflows [34] that inter

leave automatic and human operations. While this is sub

ject of future work, we can envision the following annotation

flow: crowd labels are used to instrument a Web retrieva

step, where images of flowers associated with the provided

label are collected. Such images can then be used in anothe

crowdsourcing task as a comparison term, to visually verif

the similarity of the labelled flower instance with the real

world examples.

6.2. Research question 2

In this section we provide answers to RQ2: To what ex

tent can the extraction and aggregation steps of a crowdsource

knowledge creation process influence the identification an

recognition aspects of visual artwork annotation?

6.2.1. Extraction

The experimental evaluation shows that the adoption o

different knowledge extraction interfaces has a relevant ef

fect on the identification and recognition performance. Such

an effect is not uniformly distributed across print annotation

difficulties, but it allows for interesting considerations.

By comparing the figures of Table 1 (Artwork–centric) and

Table 3 (Class–centric) we observe how the presence of th

bounding box functionality, which should push workers t

a more precise identification of flower instances, does no

result in a significant difference (less than 10%) in the dis

tribution of under- and over-specification of the number o

flowers. However, we observe that using drawn bounding

boxes as a way to count the number of flowers do lead t

significantly better results (see Tables 2, 5 and 6). This is es

pecially observable with more difficult prints; 21% and 24%

decrease of the error rate for average and hard print

using the optimal aggregation method, respectively. On th

other hand, the identification performance concerning th

number of flower types shows a different trend, as worker

in Artwork–centric annotation achieve a lower error than in

Class–centric annotation. These results suggest that the iden

tification aspect could benefit from an annotation interfac

that benefits from both global (Artwork–centric) and loca
owledge extraction and aggregation on crowdsourced anno-

i.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008
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(Class–centric) knowledge extraction interfaces, to be used1092

according to the difficulty of the print to annotate.1093

Different observations can be made for the recognition as-1094

pect. The presence of a bounding box forces workers into pro-1095

viding a label for each identified visual class instance. Despite1096

the availability of a “Don’t Know” option for labels, workers1097

often provided the same annotation even for flower having1098

clear visual differences. Moreover, by comparing Fig. 10 with1099

Fig. 11, we observe that the labels provided in the Class–1100

centric configuration are more frequent of a more generic1101

nature (genus and family) compared to the Artwork–centric1102

configuration. A higher proportion of labels is also specified1103

using the common name. The vocabulary size of workers in1104

the Class–centric configuration is also smaller. These results1105

suggest that, while a Class–centric configuration can help1106

obtaining higher-granularity annotations, the overhead re-1107

quired for drawing bounding boxes might penalise the recog-1108

nition capabilities of workers. A possible explanation of this1109

result can be attributed to the well-known fatigue effect1110

[31111

w1112

in1113

K1114

th1115

a1116

n1117

re1118

im1119

th1120

61121

1122
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m1124
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n1126

ti1127
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q1129

e1130

in1131

d1132

th1133

ti1134

e1135

m1136

ti1137

p1138

ta1139

1140

cl1141

fe1142

im1143

te1144

to1145

a1146

71147

1148

d1149

and aimed at studying how different knowledge extraction 1150

and aggregation configurations affect the identification and 1151

recognition aspects of artwork annotation. We instrumented 1152

two knowledge extraction configurations: an Artwork–centric 1153

design, where textual annotations about visual objects are 1154

specified for the whole artwork; and a Class–centric de- 1155

sign, where occurrences of visual objects are identified using 1156

bounding boxes with distinct textual annotations. To support 1157

the Class–centric design, we proposed a novel bounding-box 1158

aggregation algorithm. Then, we experimented with differ- 1159

ent annotation aggregation methods, and tested their impact 1160

on identification and recognition performance. 1161

We engaged with 235 workers from a crowdsourcing plat- 1162

form, and asked them to annotate 80 Rijksmuseum prints of 1163

varying annotation difficulty; easy, where both identification 1164

and recognition of flower instances is easy; average, where 1165

identification is easy and recognition is difficult; and hard, 1166

where both identification and recognition is difficult. 1167

Both knowledge extraction configurations (Artwork– 1168

c 1169

ti 1170

o 1171

a 1172

to 1173

o 1174

1175

a 1176

c 1177

re 1178

C 1179

b 1180

su 1181

ta 1182

re 1183

re 1184
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th 1191

a 1192

o 1193

ie 1194

1195

fu 1196

d 1197

m 1198

w 1199

in 1200

in 1201

b 1202

m 1203

1204

e 1205

m 1206

p 1207

a 1208

im 1209

m 1210

P

t

2], that often occurs with repetitive tasks. Due to fatigue,

orkers could be led to provide wrong labels, thus introduc-

g noise. On the other hand, the cost of providing a “Don’t

now” annotation was of a single click, considerably lower

an typing a work, or copy/paste it. We weren’t able to find

comprehensive explanation to justify the different recog-

ition performance with the Class–centric configuration. We

ly on future work to obtain a better understanding of the

pact of the cognitive load of an annotation interface over

e quality of the retrieved annotation.

.2.2. Aggregation

The experiments show that the aggregation step can im-

act the quality the visual class identification results. The

aximum and median functions find different optimal ap-

lications. The former allowed a better estimation of the

umber of flowers, whole the latter was more suited to es-

mate the number of flower types contained in the print.

Once more, we can explain these results as a conse-

uence of a fatigue effect [32] that emerged with work-

rs. This was most apparent for images with many small

stances in the Class–centric configuration. Some workers

rew fewer bounding boxes than the number of flowers

ey had counted and reported. Countermeasures to the fa-

gue effect are also studied in the field of crowdsourcing, for

xample in [35], where they studied the effect of inserting

icro-breaks during tasks. Our results show that the adop-

on of a different aggregation function, e.g. maximum, can

rovide satisfactory results without the need for additional

sk execution time and, consequently, cost.

Altogether, the results discussed in this sub-section

early indicate how artworks annotation demands from dif-

rent aggregation techniques with respect to photographic

age annotation: consensus-based knowledge aggregation

chniques [4,16,17] need to be supported by other methods,

counter some of the additional visual complexity of

rtworks.

. Conclusion

In this paper we report the results of an evaluation, con-

ucted in collaboration with the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam,
lease cite this article as: J. Oosterman et al., On the impact of know

ation of visual artworks, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.o
entric and Class–centric) resulted in satisfactory identifica-

on performance (Sections 5.1.1, 5.2.1 and 6.1.1). For tasks

f easy and average difficulty crowd workers can achieve

n identification performance comparable to trusted annota-

rs. However, as print difficulty increases the performance

f crowd workers lowers considerably.

In terms of recognition performance (Sections 5.1.2, 5.1.2,

nd 6.1.2), we observed that the crowd provided a rich vo-

abulary with little overlap with respect to domain experts,

gardless of the knowledge extraction configuration. In the

lass–centric configuration more workers provide a single la-

el than in the Artwork–centric configuration. These results

ggest that, while a Class–centric configuration can help ob-

ining higher-granularity annotations, the work overhead

quired for drawing bounding boxes might penalise the

cognition capabilities of workers.

Crowd workers consistently provide labels at varying

vel of specificity

(species, genus, family) and show their familiarity with

omain specific (i.e. botanical) names. The crowd provides

ore distinct labels per image than domain experts. This

ggests an opportunity for the creation of annotation sets

at are complementary to the ones of experts, and that can

ccommodate a broader variety of information needs. On the

ther hand, the general low agreement calls for further stud-

s, in order to better assess the quality of each annotation.

Our experiments with different annotation aggregation

nctions (Sections 5.1.3, 5.2.3 and 6.2.2) show performance

iversities. In terms of identification performance, the

aximum function outperforms the median, to counter the

orkers’ tendency to under-specify the number of identified

stances in complex artworks. On the other hand, aggregat-

g the location of bounding boxes (centre and area) can be

etter achieved using a consensus-based function such as

edian.

These results shows how: (1) the adoption of differ-

nt knowledge extraction configurations and aggregation

ethods influences both the identification and recognition

erformance; (2) artworks annotation demands for different

ggregation techniques than the ones used for photographic

age annotation (e.g. image-centric annotations and

ajority voting).
ledge extraction and aggregation on crowdsourced anno-

rg/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.008
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While promising, these results were obtained by study

ing a single knowledge domain. Further investigations ar

needed in order to assess the impact of the crowdsourced

knowledge creation process in area of knowledge that ar

less common in the general population (e.g. annotation o

birds, castles, etc.). As part of the future work we also plan

to test the impact of other steps of the Crowd Knowledg

Creation process, e.g. the discovery of expert workers from

the crowd to dynamically assign annotation tasks to the mos

suited performer, also proposed as challenge in “The Futur

of Crowd Work” [34] . Other future work includes the assess

ment of our novel algorithm for aggregation bounding boxe

in other contexts and on other datasets.
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